WILDERNESS AND HUMOUR IN THE NORTHWEST HIGHLANDS

My parting shots are a postscript to the travelogue on page 364. Although, overall, the little island of Great Britain is one of the world’s most densely populated places, visitors from North America are often surprised by the wild emptiness of northwest Scotland. Vast, craggy, treeless landscapes like the Coigach Mountains, devoid of views even of distant buildings, have all the feel of true wilderness. The Northwest Highlands Geopark covers 2000 square kilometres and has a population of only 2400, 74% of whom live in four villages. But geologically we are in fact looking at North America, a tiny fragment of Laurentia left on the feather-edge of Eurasia when the North Atlantic opened. The unmetamorphosed red Torridonian sandstones forming the Coigach hills have sedimentary ages, with large errors, between 1200 and 950 Ma. They correlate with, and look very similar to, the Igaliko sandstones in the Gardar rift of South Greenland and the Keweenawan sequence in the mid-continental rift of North America, which extends from Lake Erie to Kansas, although the thick alkali basalt sequences are missing in Scotland.

The relationships of the Torridonian rocks to earlier and younger formations are intriguing and much employed in the UK for the instruction of students. They rest unconformably on what the early surveyors, with profound insight, called the ‘fundamental gneiss’, now properly called the Lewisian Gneiss Complex. Around Loch Assynt, the gneiss has a metamorphic age near 2.5 Ga. The Lewisian forms the featureless topography at the base of the slopes in my second photograph. The land surface on which the Torridonian rocks were deposited had high relief, and this can be deduced using the geological map and seen in the field because of the contrast provided by the striking horizontal bedding of the sandstones. The pronounced bedding in the picture is genuinely horizontal in three dimensions, with only minor flexures of a few degrees. Resting on top of the Torridonian, but dipping at up to 20° to the east, is a succession of Cambrian sedimentary rocks which, in the picture, are composed of white quartzite, forming topography that is less strikingly bedded than the Torridonian. The plane of this second unconformity can be seen dipping from the summit of the hill down to the middle left edge of the picture where it truncates the Torridonian–Lewisian unconformity, a feature always known as the ‘double unconformity’. It’s a marvellous example of in-your-face geology, large-scale features marking enormous missing intervals of geological time, easily perceived at a roadside stop. But switched-on students will ask a simple question: ‘How can it be that the younger Cambrian sequence is tilted but the ancient Torridonian sandstones are horizontal?’ I’m sure Elements readers will have a sound explanation. My personal view is that it shows that Nature has a sense of humour!

Ian Parsons
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The ‘double unconformity’ on Beinn Garbh (539 m), seen looking south across Loch Assynt.